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20 S½UÍDPDGDÕ S½UÍDPLGD� S½UÍ¸W S½UÍDPXGDF\DWH

S½UÍDV\D S½UÍDP¸G¸\D S½UÍDPHY¸YDÏLÑ\DWH

20 Ï¸QWLÕ Ï¸QWLÕ Ï¸QWLÕ

$GDÕ� that [i.e., Brahman in its transcendental aspect; it is ‘that’
because it is beyond thought and speech];  S½UÍDP� all-embracing,
infinite ; LGD�� this [i.e., Brahman in its relative aspect; it is
‘this’ because it is seen in the phenomenal world]; S½UÍDP� all-
embracing, infinite ; S½UÍ¸W� from the transcendental Brahman; S½UÍDP�

Brahman as this phenomenal world; XGDF\DWH� is derived, projected;
S½UÍDV\D� [if] from the transcendental Brahman; S½UÍDP,  the realtive
Brahman, the phenomenal world; ¸G¸\D� is taken away [i.e., is rejected
by the knowledge that it is unreal and only a superimpostion];
S½UÍDPHY¸YDÏLÑ\DWH� the infinite and all-embracing Brahman
remains infinite, in fact; 20 Ï¸QWLÕ� peace to the individuals;

Ï¸QWLÕ� peace to the planets; Ï¸QWLÕ� peace to the animals.

INVOCATION

Om That Brahman is infinite. This phenomenal world is also infinite.
But "this' is only a projection of "that'. [Nevertheless,] if "this'
is taken away, "that' remains infinite as before. Om peace to the
individuals, peace to the planets, peace to the animals.

The idea is that the phenomenal world has no independent existence.
It exists only because it is supported by Brahman, it is only a
superimposition on Brahman. Sometimes if we walk along a road in the
dark, we might mistake a rope for a snake. This delusion is possible
because of the rope. When this delusion goes, there is no longer a
snake. It has merged into the rope. Similarly, when we know Brahman
(which is also our Self), the world merges into it.

¾Ò$ 83$1,Ô$'

The word upanisad does not refer to a book. It refers to knowledge.
But this knowledge is not ordinary knowledge. It is knowledge of the
highest order that knowledge which gives you peace, happiness, and a
sense of blessedness. In order to get that knowledge, you must go to
a teacher who himself has that knowledge. If you are blind, you would
not go to another blind man and ask him to lead you. In the same way,
you would not go to a teacher who does not have the knowledge you are
seeking. Then you must approach this teacher with great humility. He
does not expect any money from you, but he does expect you to be
humble and listen to him patiently. And he also expects that you will
love and respect the truth he will be teaching you. You must have



great yearning for that truth, and you should approach the teacher
after you have gone through the prescribed moral and spiritual
disciplines.

The ¼ÏD 8SDQLÑDG is so called because it starts with the word isa.
¼ÏD means the Lord who is the inmost Self of all. Unlike other
8SDQLÑDGV, the ¼ÏD is all in verse, and many people think it is the
oldest and best of the 8SDQLÑDGV. It is found in the 6XNOD <DMXU

9HGD. Though it forms a part of the VDPKLWD section, which normally
deals with rituals, the ¼ÏD 8SDQLÑDG concerns itself only with
nondualistic knowledge and has nothing to do with rituals.

As a rule, 8SDQLÑDGV bristle with disputes about knowledge and
ignorance, the real and the unreal, and the one and the many. But the
¼ÏD 8SDQLÑDG very succinctly resolves all these disputes. It shows
how all that is relative finally dissolves into one Absolute
existence. This Absolute is nameless and formless. In common usage,
it is referred to as %UDKPDQ (the biggest), or the 3DUDPDWPDQ (the
Cosmic Self). This %UDKPDQ, or 3DUDPDWPDQ, is the essence of our
being and underlies all that exists. In names and forms there is
diversity, but in spirit there is only one. The nature of this one
and our relationship with it is the subject of enquiry of this
8SDQLÑDG.
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MANTRA 1

C �]DYD6\LPGxa VY{ \L7N� MJ7\D� MJW��

WHQ 7\�HQ �X�,ZD PD J	[! N6\L6Y©QP�� ��

$80 »Ï¸Y¸V\DPLG� VDUYD� \DWNL}FD MDJDW\¸� MDJDW

WHQD W\DNWHQD EKX}M»WK¸ P¸ J¿GKDÕ NDV\DVYLGGKDQDP ���

MDJDW\¸�� in this world; \DW NL� FD� whatever; MDJDW� subject to change,
perishable; »Ï¸ Y¸V\DP� covered by the Lord; WHQD� therefore; W\DNWHQD�

by renunciation; EKX}M»WK¸Õ� nourish [i.e., strengthen the
consciousness that the Lord is everywhere and in everything]; NDV\D

VYLW GKDQDP� anyone’s health [i.e., no wealth]; P¸ J¿GKDÕ� do not
covet

In this changing world everything is subject to change, yet
everything is covered by the Lord. Practise renunciation and be
strong in the consciousness of the Self. Do not run after anyone's
wealth. [I]

This world and everything in it is constantly changing. But that
which sustains it is never changing. It is always the same. That is
the Lord. On Him everything rests. It is like a movie projected on a
screen. The movie changes but the screen is constant. Similarly, the
phenomenal world is projected on the Lord. It is a mere
superimpositionlike seeing a snake superimposed on a rope on a dark
night. The snake has no independent existence. It exists because of
the rope, and it ceases to exist as soon as a light is brought. The
snake then dissolves into the rope. In the same way,  when you know
%UDKPDQ, the world merges into it and you realize that you and
%UDKPDQ are one and the same. To attain this knowledge is the goal
of life. The world then cannot taint you. Your contact with it is
merely like that of a piece of sandalwood, which has long been under
water and has thereby come to acquire a bad odour. For a while the
fragrance of the sandalwood is suppressed and the bad odour prevails.
But if the sandalwood is rubbed a little, the bad odour disappears
and the natural fragrance of the sandalwood becomes predominant.
Similarly, your attachment to the world is temporary.
It cannot be permanent. Think of yourself as %UDKPDQ, as Pure
Consciousness. Think intensely and constantly in this way. The
attachment you now have to the world will then go.

But how can you attain the knowledge of %UDKPDQ? You can attain it
by the practice of renunciation. You have to keep reminding yourself
that the world, with all its allurements, is not realthat is, it is
not real in the sense that it is transitory. Only %UDKPDQ is real
because it is imperishable. You must renounce this world and
concentrate on %UDKPDQ. Gold may be alluring, but it is transitory.
You should never run after things that are ephemeral. Never covet
someone else's wealth, and never become attached to your own wealth.



To one who knows that this world is transitory, wealth is not wealth
and any form of sense pleasure is repugnant. You must be concerned
only with %UDKPDQ become steeped in %UDKPDQ. %UDKPDQ alone is real
and you are that %UDKPDQ. Nurture this consciousness and become
oblivious to everything else.



MANTRA 2

NeY5´HYHK NPD5L> LMM,LY�H&'W� VPD!�

#Y� 7YL\ QD1\ZHWDH L6W Q NP5 LO3\WH QUH� ��

NXUYDQQHYHKD NDUP¸ÍL MLM»YLÑHFFKDWD� VDP¸Õ �

HYD� WYD\L Q¸Q\DWKHWRCDVWL QD NDUPD OLS\DWH QDUH ���

NDUP¸ÍL NXUYDQ HYD� [a man] doing his work, as prescribed by the
scriptures; LKD� here, in this world; ÏDWD� VDP¸Õ� a hundred years;
MLM»YLÑHW� may want to live; HYD�� in this way; WYD\L QDUH� to you, O man;
NDUPD QD OLS\DWH� the fruits of your work will not attach themselves;
DQ\DWK¸ QD DVWL� there is no other way

A man may wish to live for a hundred years, performing his duties as
prescribed by the scriptures. O man, if you do your duties in this
way, then the results of whatever you do will not cling to you. There
is no other way. [II]

The earlier mantra was a call to renounce. There is no point in
running after the pleasures the world has to offer. These pleasures
are momentary. If we run after them we will only land ourselves in
trouble, for the pleasures will soon be gone and we will suffer. But
not everyone is in a position to renounce. The fact is that most
people want to enjoy life, and this mantra addresses itself to such
people. It tells them that there is no harm if they want to live a
long lifelive for, say, a hundred years. They may live that long, but
they must fulfil their desires strictly according to the rules laid
down by the scriptures. This will slowly lead to the purification of
the mind that is, the hankering for sense pleasures will go, the
spirit of discrimination will grow strong, and love for Self-
knowledge will develop. When this happens they will no longer be
attached to the fruits of what they have been doing all their lives.
The end result is that they will be ready for the life of
renunciation.

This is the only way for people who cannot immediately renounce. They
need not feel lost. They can take time. But sooner or later they have
to come to the path of renunciation. Till then they must follow the
path as defined here.



MANTRA 3

$VX\D5 QDP WH ODHND $1[HQ WPVD  Y	WD!�

WD�6WH ºH7\DL�J&'L1W \H NH FD7PKQDH MQD!� ��

DVXU\¸ Q¸PD WH ORN¸ DQGKHQD WDPDV¸Y¿W¸Õ �

W¸�VWH SUHW\¸EKLJDFFKDQWL \H NH F¸WPDKDQR MDQ¸Õ ���

DVXU\¸Õ� sunless, fit for demons; Q¸PD� known as such; DQGKHQD� blind
[because devoid of Self-knowledge]; WDPDV¸� by darkness; ¸Y¿W¸Õ�

enveloped; WH� such; ORN¸Õ� worlds, planes of existence; \H NH FD

¸WPDKDQDÕ� those who are devoid of Self-knowledge and are, therefore,
like people who have committed suicide; WH SUHW\¸� they, after their
death; W¸Q� those [i.e. those worlds]; DEKLJDFFKDQWL� enter, are doomed
to be in; MDQ¸Õ� people

There are worlds known to be sunless and fit for demons. They are
enveloped in darkness, such as what the blind [i.e., those devoid of
Self-knowledge] experience. Those people who have neglected the
attainment of Self-knowledge and have thus committed suicide, as it
were, are doomed to enter those worlds after death. [III]

This is a condemnation of people who do not try to attain Self-
knowledge. They are, in a real sense, committing suicide, for what
can be worse than being a slave to sense enjoyment, completely
oblivious of the real purpose of life, which is to be your own
master? In order to be your own master you have to realize that you
are identical with %UDKPDQ, the Cosmic Self, that you are Pure
Consciousness, ever free, without name and form, and unconditioned.
You are not subject to any modification, without beginning and end,
beyond thought and speech. You are Existence Absolute, Knowledge
Absolute, Bliss Absolute. When you know this you are free. You no
longer swing between birth and death. If you do not try to know who
you really are, you are indeed committing suicide. You are inviting
the ignominy of a slave's life in this world and a similarly
unfortunate fate after death.



MANTRA 4

$QHMGHN� PQVDH MY,\DH Q(Q¨HYD $D¹XY1S8Y5P�5W���

W©DYWDH 1\DQ7\HLW LWÍ�L6P´SDH PDWLUËD G[DLW� ��

$QHMDGHNDP PDQDVR MDY»\R QDLQDGGHY¸ ¸SQXYDQS½UYDPDUÑDW �

WDGGK¸YDWR�DQ\¸QDW\HWL WLÑÉKDWWDVPLQQDSR P¸WDULÑY¸ GDGK¸WL ����

HNDP� one, only one [i.e., %UDKPDQ]; DQHMDW� immobile, still; PDQDVR

MDY»\R� faster than the mind; GHY¸Õ� the gods, or the sense organs like
the eyes; S½UYDP DUÑDW HQDW� this, always ahead of others; QD ¸SQXYDQ�

cannot overtake; WDW WLÑÉKDW� it is always still, always the same;
GK¸YDWDÕ DQ\¸Q� other who move fast; DWL�HWL� leaves behind; WDVPLQ� on
this; P¸WDULÑY¸� air, life force, the Lord who dwells in space,
+LUDÍ\DJDUEKD [i.e. the first manifestation of %UDKPDQ]; DSDÕ

GDGK¸WL� supports water [i.e. supprots everything]

%UDKPDQ is one without a second. It never moves, yet it goes faster
than the mind. It is always ahead; the sense organs can never catch
up with it. It is still, yet it defeats all in a race. By its power,
the Lord who dwells in space upholds water and everything else in the
phenomenal world. [IV]

%UDKPDQ, the Self, is one without a second, complete in itself. It
never moves. It is always still, always the same, yet it moves faster
than the mind. It is the power that moves everything, and it makes
the whole world go the way it does. It gives power to the Lord of the
universe, Matarisva (the Lord who dwells in space), who is
responsible for the operation of the principle of cause and effect.

There is no way of describing %UDKPDQ. It is beyond thought and
speech. It is everywhere and in everything. It is formless, yet every
form is its form; it is nameless, yet every name is its name. It is
in fact unique. To emphasize this, the 8SDQLÑDG makes contradictory
statements. In one breath the 8SDQLÑDG says, " %UDKPDQ is still
( DQHMDW),' and in the next breath it says, "It goes faster than the
mind ( PDQDVR MDY»\R).' What does it mean by this?

The answer is: Brahman has two aspects. In one aspect it is without
attributes ( QLUJXÍD). It is the Absolute. It is Pure Consciousness
( ÏXGGKD FDLWDQ\D). It is then Existence Absolute, Knowledge Absolute,
Bliss Absolute. It is the Cosmic Self ( 3DUDP¸WPD).

In another aspect %UDKPDQ is with attributes ( VDJXÍD). It is then in
its relative aspect. In this aspect it may have a form, and it may
also have many qualities, good and bad, small and big, and so on.
There are an infinite variety of such qualities. These, it should be
remembered, are mere attributes, mere superimpositions ( DGK\¸VD).
They cannot affect %UDKPDQ. They are like masks children wear. The
mind itself is inert. It can function only when the Self (i.e. the
$WPDQ, which is another name of %UDKPDQ) animates it. It cannot



move faster than the Self, because it is the Self that makes it move,
and the Self is everywhere. This also applies to all other organs
(called GHYDV, because they reveal) of the body. And this applies to
all of the elements in nature. It is the power that works behind the
cause as well as behind the effect.

Take the case of the air. When it is associated with the Self, air is
called the life force, but air by itself cannot sustain life. Air is
also called 0DWDULÏY¸, because  it 'moves  about' ( ÏY¸) 'in space'
( P¸WDUL). But it becomes active when it is associated with the Cosmic
Self. It then becomes Hiranyagarbha (the first manifestation of
Brahman as an individual) or Sutratma (the Cosmic Self of all - like
the thread passing through a garland). It is in this aspect that
%UDKPDQ controls every phenomenon in nature. 'From fear of it fire
burns; from fear of it the sun shines; from fear of it ,QGUD and
9D\X, and 'HDWK, the fifth, run ( .DÉKD 8SDQLÑDG, II.iii.3).

Nothing can happen independent of %UDKPDQ, yet nothing affects it.
The whole phenomenal world, including everything in it, is derived
from %UDKPDQ, is sustained by it, and in the end dissolves in it.

 



Mantra 5

WGHMLW W´(MLW W¨cUH W°L1WNH�

WG1WU6\ VY56\ W¤ VY56\D6\ ED×W!� ��

WDGHMDWL WDQQDLMDWL WDGG½UH WDGYDQWLNH �

WDGDQWDUDV\D VDUYDV\D WDGX VDUYDV\¸V\D E¸K\DWDÕ ���

7DW HMDWL; that [I,e., Brahman] moves; WDW QD HMDWL, that does not move;
WDW G½UH, that is far off; WDW X DQWLNH, that is also near; WDW, that;
DV\D VDUYDV\D DQWDÕ, the inmost being of all ; WDW X, that again; DV\D

VDUYDV\D E¸K\DWDÕ, that constitutes its outside also

That [ %UDKPDQ] moves, and it does not move. It is far off, and it is
also nearby. That [ %UDKPDQ] is inside of this, and is also its
outside. [V]

This mantra illustrates how futile it is to try to describe %UDKPDQ,
which is without name and form-without anything distinctive that we
can say about it. It is nothing and yet it is everything. It is
nothing because it is beyond thought and speech. It is everything
because it is all-inclusive. Everything exists because of it, and it
is the essence of everything. It is one and the same, but it appears
diverse in terms of names and forms. These names and forms, however,
are mere superimpositions. It is what it is irrespective of
everything. It is unchanging and unchangeable, and it is never
conditioned by anything. It is both immanent and transcendent.

By itself %UDKPDQ never moves, it never changes. It is always
constant. Sometimes we see the moon moving behind some clouds, but
actually the moon does not move. It is the clouds that are moving. In
the same way, Brahman, the Self, is always the same. It is never
born, and it never dies. Because it is associated with the body, it
appears to be subject to birth and death. We wear a new coat and when
it gets old and torn we throw it away. This is the relationship the
coat has with the body. The same is the relationship the body has
with the Self.



Mantra 6

\6WX VYD5L> �8WD1\D7P1\HYDQXS=\LW�

VY5 �8WH�X FD7PDQ� WWDH Q LYMXJX3VWH� ��

<DÕ WX, but he ; ¸WPDQL HYD, in himself; VDUY¸ÍL EK½W¸QL DQXSDÏ\DWL,
sees all beings; VDUYDEKXWHÑX FD, and in all beings ; ¸WP¸QDP

>DQXSDÏ\DWL@, sees himself; WDWDÕ, from that experience ; na
vijugupsate , cannot hate anyone

He who sees everything in himself and himself in everything never
hates anything. [VI]

This is what is called VDPD�GDUÏLWD, same-sightedness. All beings have
a common Self. Essentially we are all one, and we differ only in
terms of
names and forms. But these names and forms are a superimposition.
They are not real and therefore are not part of our being. Names and
forms are like a thin veil through which the real being within has to
be seen. A boy may try to fool his friends by wearing different
masks. First he wears the mask of a tiger and behaves like a tiger.
Most of his friends are frightened. The next moment he wears the mask
of a monkey and jumps about like a real monkey. This time his friends
are amused. This goes on for a while, but finally the boy puts aside
his masks and appears as he is. The boys then know that he is one of
their own. He had always been the same, but the masks made him look
different. We are all one and the same: %UDKPDQ. Only the names and
forms make us look different.

This PDQWUD urges us to see that we are all one in essence. From
%UDKPDQ down to a blade of grass there is only one single entity. It
is not a matter of parts joined together to make a whole. The Self is
homogeneous. If I hurt you, I hurt myself. We can only be happy when
we are all happy. We are all one-humans, animals, insects, and
plants. The goal of life is to realize this oneness of being. To feel
one with all leaves no room for hatred or secrecy. There is only room
for love.



Mantra 7

\L6P1VYD5L> �8WD1\D7P(YD�8L°MDQW!�

W¡ NDH PDHK! N! ]DHN #N7YPQXS=\W!� ��

\DVPLQVDUY¸ÍL EK½W¸Q\¸WPDLY¸EK¸GYLM¸QDWDÕ �

WDWUD NR PRKDÕ NDÕ ÏRND HNDWYDPDQXSDÏ\DWDÕ ���

<DVPLQ, when or where; ¸WPD HYD, the Self only; VDUYDÍL EK½WDQL, all
beings; DEKXW, have become; WDWUD, then; YLM¸QDWDÕ, to one who knows
this; HNDWYDP DQXSDÏ\DWDÕ, seeing everywhere the same ; NDÕ PRKDÕ, what
attachment; NDÕ VRNDÕ, what sorrow

When a person knows that he himself has become everything and he
knows the oneness of things, how can he hate or love anything? [VII]

The true test of Self-knowledge is that you feel that you are one
with all. You are everywhere and in everything. There is no 'two'.
There is only 'one', and that one is you yourself. This sense of
unity is the highest goal of life. No doubt there is diversity at the
empirical level, but it is you yourself who have becope diverse by
assuming diverse names and forms. That is not to say that you have
changed. You still remain one and the same.

When you have this feeling of oneness, there is no room for feelings
of attachment and hatred and sorrow. Dualism-that is, seeing
diversity-issues from ignorance. With Self-knowledge, with the
knowledge of oneness, this ignorance is totally uprooted.



Mantra 8

V S\5JD&'X�PND\PÆ>}

PÏDLYU� ]X©PSDSLY©P��

NLYP5Q,�, SLU�8! 6Y\0�X}

\D5ZDW:\WDH ZD5Q�

9\G[D&'DËW,B\! VPDB\!� ��

VD SDU\DJ¸FFKXNUDPDN¸\DPDYUDÍD�

PDVQ¸YLUD� ÏXGGKDPDS¸SDYLGGKDP �

NDYLUPDQ»Ñ» SDULEK½Õ VYD\DPEK½�

U\¸WK¸WDWK\DWRCDUWK¸Q�

Y\DGDGK¸FFK¸ÏYDW»EK\DÕ VDP¸EK\DÕ ���

6DÕ SDU\DJ¸W, he [i.e., the Cosmic Self] has penetrated everywhere;
[ VDÕ] ÏXNUDP, he is white, bright; DN¸\DP, without a form; DYUDÍDP,
whole, sound, without a wound; DVQ¸YLUDP, without sinews [i.e.,
without a physical body]; ÏXGGKDP, pure; DS¸SDYLGGKDP, unblemished
[i.e., no trace of ignorance]; NDYLÕ, wise, enlightened; PDQ»V»,  all-
knowing, complete master of his mind; SDULEK½Õ, supreme, his place is
above everyone else's; VYD\DPEK½Õ, of independent origin, not created,
manifested by his own will ; ÏDÏYDW»EK\DÕ, VDP¸EK\DÕ, eternally; DUWK¸Q,
affairs, fruits of actions ; \¸WK¸WDWK\DWDÕ Y\DGDGK¸W, dispensing justice
to all according to their due.

He [the Self] is all-pervasive, radiant, without a form, without any
defect, immaculate, untainted, all-knowing, the master of his own
mind, the best of all, of independent origin, and eternal. He
dispenses to each his due. [VIII]

Here the discussion is on how peace can be obtained. As long as there
is a sense of dualism, our relations with others are bound to be
sometimes friendly and sometimes hostile. The ideal is to have a mind
that accepts the whole world as its own-a mind that is as broad as
the sky. It should be pure, bright, free, and all-embracing- This is
possible when we feel our self to be the Self of all.

Nondualism believes that this is the true nature of the Self. Hit
seems otherwise, it is because of some adventitious attribute; it is
no part of its being. The Self is purely a witness, not involved in
any part of the phenomenal world, yet the phenomenal world goes on
only because of the Self. It is like a lamp. A lamp gives light
without which nothing, good or bad, can be seen. But the lamp is not
affected by whatever way the light is used. The position of the Self
vis-a-vis the phenomenal world is like that.



Mantra 9

$1[� WP! ºLY]L1W \H LYDPXSDVWH�

WWDH �8\ �Y WH WPDH \ � LYD\D� UWD!� ��

$QGKD� WDPDÕ SUDYLÏDQWL \HCDYLG\¸PXS¸VDWH�

WDWR EK½\D LYD WH WDPR \D X YLG\¸\¸� UDW¸Õ ���

$QGKD�� blindness implicit in the ignorance of the Self; WDPDÕ�
darkness characterized by ‘I’ and ‘mine’, egotism, vanity, etc.;
SUDYLÏDQWL� enter; \H� who; DYLG\¸P XS¸VDWH� mechanically perform
sacrifices; WDWDÕ EK½\D LYD� into deeper; WDPDÕ� darkness; \D X� he;
YLG\¸\¸� UDW¸Õ� worship gods and goddesses

Those who mechanically perform sacrifices [ DYLG\¸] go into a darkness
that is like being blind. But those who merely worship gods and
goddesses [ YLG\¸] go into a deeper darkness. [IX]

"Blinding darkness' here implies ignorance. And those who worship
gods and goddesses go into a deeper darkness because they seek
rewards for their worship. As long as there is the sense of "I' and
"mine' within us, there can be no Self-knowledge. When you say "me'
and "mine' you automatically identify yourself with your body-mind
complex. This shows that you are ignorant of your real Self, which is
Pure Consciousness and which is also the Self of all. The sign of an
ignorant person is in the way he uses the words "I' and "mine'. He
says: "I am so and so. I own this much property,' and so on.

An ignorant person has many desires in his mind, and because of these
desires he is born again and again. He has to have a body; otherwise
he cannot satisfy his desires. But the more he tries to satisfy them,
the more they grip his mind. This goes on endlessly. But it is given
to a human being to think, reason, and discriminate. Thus he soon
comes to realize that the path he has been following cannot give him
peace of mind. He understands that he has to choose another paththe
path of renunciation. As long as he does not practise renunciation,
he gropes in the dark like a blind man and he suffers.

There are two types of such people who grope in the dark. One type
worships avidya (ignorance) that is, they mechanically perform the
prescribed sacrifices without any thought as to why they are doing
them. No wonder they grope in the dark. They are doomed unless
someday the truth dawns on them that to save themselves they must
seek Self-knowledge.

Worse, however, is the situation of the other typethose who worship
YLG\¸. The word YLG\¸ usually means "knowledge', but here it is used to
mean "gods and goddesses'. Some people worship gods and goddesses so
that they may someday attain the same status. They may get their
desire fulfilled, but this will only delay their liberation. That is
why the Upanisad says that they will be in deeper darkness.



MANTRA 10

$1\GHYDÑLY5\D 1\GDÑULY\D�

�LW ]XÉXP [,UD>D� \H Q6WL°FFL@UH� ���

$Q\DGHY¸KXUYLG\D\CDQ\DG¸KXUDYLG\D\¸�

LWL ÏXÏUXPD GK»U¸Í¸� \H QDVWDGYLFDFDNÑLUH ����

$Q\DW� different; HY¸� nothing but; ¸KXÕ� say [i.e., scholars say];
YLG\D\¸� by worshipping deities; DQ\DW� different; ¸KXÕ� say; DYLG\D\¸� by
performing sacrifices [i.e., Agnihotra and other sacrifices]; QDÕ WDW

YLFDFDNÑLUH� they told us; \H� those; LWL ÏXÏUXPD� this we heard, GK»U¸Í¸��
from wise men.

Scholars say that the path of DYLG\D [performing $JQLKRWUD and other
sacrifices] and the path of YLG\D [worshipping gods and goddesses]
produce different results. Wise men confirm this. [X]

9LG\D and DYLG\D both are hindrances to Self-knowledge, but YLG\D is
even worse than DYLG\D. The word YLG\D is used here in a special sense;
here it means worshipping gods and goddesses. By worshipping gods and
goddesses you will go after death to the world of gods and goddesses.
But will that help you? The time you spend there is wasted, because
if you were not there you could have spent that time moving forward
towards Self-knowledge, which is your goal. In the world of gods and
goddesses you cannot do that, and thus you go deeper and deeper into
darkness.

$YLG\D is NDUPD and therefore a hindrance. You perform DYLG\D - i.e.,
you perform Agnihotra and other sacrifices. This is a roundabout way
of purifying the mind, and it is also groping in the dark. But it may
not have as heavy a toll on your time and energy as the other.

The final advice by ÐDÇNDUD is: combine both work and worship.
Together they may quicken your pace towards Self-knowledge, because
it will lead to FLWWD ÏXGGKL, purification of the mind. When this
happens your desire for enjoyments will become less and your sense of
"I' and "mine' will subside. This is the way to NUDPD�PXNWL, gradual,
or progressive, liberation, according to ÐDÇNDUD.



MANTRA 11

LYD� F $LYD� F \6W°HGDH�\� VK�

$LY\D P	7\X� W,7YD5 LY\D P	WPÈXWH� ���

9LG\¸� FD DYLG\¸� FD \DVWDGYHGREKD\D� VDKD �

DYLG\D\¸ P¿W\X� W»UWY¸ YLG\D\¸CDP¿WDPDÏQXWH ����

<DÕ� he; YLG\¸� FD DYLG\¸� FD� YLG\¸ and DYLG\¸ both; WDW XEKD\D� VDKD YHGD�

knows [i.e., practises] both; DYLG\D\¸� by DYLG\D\¸� P¿W\X� W»UWY¸�

overcoming death; YLG\D\¸� by YLG\¸; DP¿WDP DÏQXWH� attains immortality

He who worships gods and goddesses [ YLG\¸] and also performs
sacrifices [ DYLG\¸] attains immortality by sacrifices [ DYLG\¸] and
attains bliss by worshipping gods and goddesses [ YLG\¸]. [XI]

The condition in both cases worshipping gods and goddesses and
performing sacrifices is that the person should have no motive for
personal gain. He should not desire the fruits of his actions, such
as going to the heaven of gods and goddesses.

As earlier explained, the word YLG\¸ has a special meaning here. It
means worship of gods and goddesses. Similarly, DYLG\¸ also has a
special meaning. It is NDUPD that is, performing $JQLKRWUD and other
sacrifices. Such NDUPDV are obligatory, but if they are done without
any attachment to their fruits, they help purify the mind. Combining
NDUPD and worship is a path to gradual liberation. ÐDÇNDUD approves
this for those who are not yet ready to renounce.

But suppose you follow the two paths separately. If you perform DYLG\¸

you will go to SLW¿ ORND (the world of your ancestors). This is a dark
region, because it is far removed from Self-knowledge. In fact, you
will have to wait a long time to attain Self-knowledge. But if you
worship YLG\¸ - that is, gods and goddesses you go into still darker
regions, and your attainment of Self-knowledge is even further
delayed.

True, you go to GHYD ORND (the heaven of gods and goddesses), but you
are caught in the pleasures there, and you remain there until the
fruits of your worship are fully exhausted. You are then reborn as a
human being, and your struggle resumes from where you left off. This
is why YLG\¸ is considered worse.

But if you combine the two that is, perform the obligatory karmas
without any attachment to the fruits and at the same time worship
gods and goddesses, again without any desire to go to heaven - then
you can get the benefit of both, liberation and bliss. For those who
are not yet ready to renounce, this path is recommended.



MANTRA 12

$1[� WP! ºLY]L1W \H V0�8LWPXSDVWH�

WWDH �8\ �Y WH WPDH \ � V0�87\D� UWD!� ���

DQGKD� WDPDÕ SUDYLÏDQWL \HCDVDPEK½WLPXS¸VDWH�

WDWR EK½\D LYD WH WDPR \D X VDPEK½W\¸� UDW¸Õ ����

<H DVDPEK½WLP XS¸VDWH� those who worship the unmanifested; DQGKD� WDPDÕ

SUDYLÏDQWL� enter a dark region where they are totally blind; \H X

VDPEK½W\¸� UDW¸Õ� those who are preoccupied with the manifested; WDWDÕ

EK½\DÕ LYD WH WDPDÕ� enter into deeper darkness

Those who worship the unmanifested [the causal state of the world] go
into a darkness that is like being blind. But those who worship the
manifested [the world we see around us] go into a deeper darkness.
[XII]

$VDPEK½WL � unmanifested. 6DPEK½WL manifested. Indian philosophy does
not believe in creation. It does not agree that something can be
created out of nothing. There must be a cause before there can be an
effect. The cause may not be seen, but it must have existed at some
time. For instance, there is a big banyan tree before you. Where did
it come from? It came from a seed lying underground. The seed was
lying there unseen, but it was there all the same. It cannot be said
that it did not exist. The tree was in the seed, lying unmanifested,
and now it has become manifested.

All we see around usthe plants, the vast sky, the mountains, rivers,
plains, forests, human beings, animals, etc.all were at one time
unmanifested. They were a part of DVDPEK½WL. $VDPEK½WL is the same as
3UDN¿WL, nature, and it is a state where all the forces are in harmony
with each other. Indian philosophy gives the names VDWWYD, UDMDV, and
tamas to the three forces. So long as there is harmony among these
three forces, there is no manifestation. It is difficult to describe
what exists. It is unspecified existence - like an ocean without
ripples. It is infinite, unvarying oneness.

But somehow or other, at a certain point the harmony is disturbed.
Why it is disturbed, no one knows. It is perhaps in the very nature
of things that this disharmony should take place. This is the
starting point of sambhuti, manifestation. The one becomes many. The
many was in the one, and it then becomes manifest. Its first
manifestation is called +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD, or the "first-born'.

Whether you worship DVDPEK½WL or VDPEK½WL, the result is the same. You
are groping in the dark. You may know nothing about DVDPEK½WL, yet you
may worship it anyway. Perhaps you worship it out of fear or from the
expectation of getting something you desire. In either case you are
blind and helpless, and you are constantly afraid of the unknown.

You are worse off, however, when you worship VDPEK½WL, the manifested
world. There are things in it that frighten you, and there are also
things that tempt you. Either way, the result is not good. You are a
helpless slave. To emphasize this, your condition is described as
being in greater darkness.



But 9HG¸QWD tells you to look inside yourself. Your Self is supreme.
So long as you are a slave to anything outside yourself, you can
never be happy. 9HG¸QWD tells you to be your own master.



MANTRA 13

$1\GHYDÑ! V0�YDG1\GDÑUV0�YDW��

�LW ]XÉXP [,UD>D� \H Q6WL°FFL@UH� ���

DQ\DGHY¸KXÕ VDPEKDY¸GDQ\DG¸KXUDVDPEKDY¸W �

LWL ÏXÏUXPD GK»U¸Í¸� \H QDVWDGYLFDFDNÑLUH ����

VDPEKDY¸W� from VDPEK½WL [i.e., from manifested nature, from
+LUDÍ\DJDUEKD]; DQ\DW HYD� different [i.e., different results]; ¸KXÕ�

scholars say; DVDPEKDY¸W� from DVDPEK½WL [i.e., from unmanifested
nature]; DQ\DW� different, a different kind of result; ¸KXÕ� this also
scholars say; \H� those; QDÕ WDW YLFDFDNÑLUH� they told us; LWL ÏXÏUXPD� this
we heard; GK»U¸Í¸�� from wise men

Scholars say that the worship of VDPEK½WL [ +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD] and DVDPEK½WL
[Prakrti] produce different results. Wise men confirm this. [XIII]

Earlier, ÐDÇNDUD pointed out the futility of worshipping nature,
manifested and unmanifested. By worshipping manifested nature
( +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD) you might at best acquire some extraordinary powers.
What nature does is breathtaking. By worshipping her you can perhaps
do some of the same things she doesthat's all. But if you worship
unmanifested nature, you also become unmanifested. You become one
with her. What you worship you become this is the common belief.



MANTRA 14

V0�8LW� F LYQD]� F \6W°HGDH�\� VK�

LYQD]HQ P	7\X� W,7YD5 V0�X7\D P	WPÈXWH� ���

6DPEK½WL� FD YLQ¸ÏD� FD \DVWDGYHGREKD\D� VDKD �

9LQ¸ÏHQD P¿W\X� W»UWY¸CVDPEKXW\¸CP¿WDPDÏQXWH ����

6DPEK½WL� FD YLQ¸ÏD� FD� unmanifested nature and manifested nature
[i.e., +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD], \DÕ WDW XEKD\D� VDKD YHGD� who knows them both;
YLQ¸ÏHQD� by worshipping the manifested, +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD; P¿W\X�� death,
ignorance, moral weakness, etc.; W»UWY¸� overcoming; DVDPEKXW\¸�

worshipping the unmanifested nature; DP¿WDP� immortality; DÏQXWH�
attains

He who worships the unmanifested [ DVDPEK½WL] and also the manifested
[ VDPEK½WL] attains immortality by the unmanifested [ DVDPEK½WL] and
conquers death by the manifested [ VDPEK½WL]. [XIV]

The first VDPEK½WL should actually read DVPEK½WL that is, the
unmanifested. The D is missing for the sake of the metre. 9LQDÏD,
death, is +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD, who is the first manifestation of VDPEK½WL.
+LUDÍ\DJDUEKD is so called because he will someday go into
dissolution. That which is manifested may also be unmanifested.

The Ultimate Reality too can be both manifested and unmanifested. We
should remember that Reality is one and the same, whether manifested
or unmanifested. If we start by worshipping the manifested that is,
VDPEK½WL, or +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD � we may attain supernatural powers. Modern
science is proof of what man can do. We certainly can overcome many
limitations of life. We can even overcome the fear of death. If we
worship +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD, we will be like him. +LUDÍ\DJDUEKD is subject to
death, because everything that comes into being will someday cease to
be. This will teach us that death is not the end. It merely means a
change of form. When we realize this we will have a sense of
immortality, and in this way we conquer death.

We should love to worship the unmanifested also. When we learn to
love the unmanifested, we become one with it. The unmanifested is
nature, and nature is eternal. Thus, we also become eternal. 6DPEK½WL

and DVDPEK½WL both may give us a sense of eternity, but that is
relative eternity. Real eternity is possible only through Self-
knowledge.

9LG\D and DYLG\D, VDPEK½WL and DVDPEK½WL all these are within the
parameter of ignorance. They may give us a sense of freedom for a
while, but no permanent freedom. We are still within the clutches of
karma.



MANTRA 15

LKU^P\HQ SD¡H> V7\6\DLSLKW� PXRP��

W�Y� S8�´SDY	> V7\[PD5\ fÌ\H� ���

KLUDÍPD\HQD S¸WUHÍD VDW\DV\¸SLKLWD� PXNKDP

WDWWYD� S½ÑDQQDS¸Y¿ÍD VDW\DGKDUP¸\D G¿ÑÉD\H ����

S½ÑDQQ� O Sun, sustainer of the world; KLUDÍPD\HQD S¸WUHÍD� by the
shining disc; VDW\DV\D PXNKDP DSLKLWD�� the face of the Truth is
covered; WYD� WDW DS¸Y¿ÍX� please remove it; VDW\DGKDUP¸\D G¿ÑÉD\H� so that
I, a seeker of Truth, may see it.

The face of Truth is hidden by a shining disc. O Sun, the sustainer
of life and everything in this world, please remove the disc so that
I, a seeker of Truth, may see it. [XV]

The sun is personified here. He sustains everything. He is the source
of life, the source of everything. He himself is bright and he also
makes everything else bright. His brightness is such that it dazzles
our eyes. The 8SDQLÑDG says there is Truth behind the sun, and this
Truth is no other than %UDKPDQ. All of us are seeking the Truth,
seeking %UDKPDQ, but we cannot see it because of the dazzling light
of the sun. It is as if a bright, golden disc is covering the Truth.
We pray to the sun that he may be pleased to remove the disc so that
we may see the face of %UDKPDQ - that is, that we may see the Truth.

All sense objects are thus covered, as if they have a golden disc
over them, and that is why we feel drawn towards them. These objects
are not real, but they appear to be real, as a rope appears to be a
snake in a dark place. When a light is brought we see the rope as it
is. Similarly, we need light to see the reality. We need knowledge so
that we can distinguish the real from the unreal. The world as we see
it is not real; it is not real in the sense that it is constantly
changing and is transitory. That which is real never changes. It is
always the same, and it is imperishable. %UDKPDQ alone is real, and
the Self, which is the Self of all, is that %UDKPDQ. Out of ignorance
we take transitory things to be permanent and cling to them. Sooner
or later, however, those things perish, and then we lament. We make
this mistake because these things look so attractive. They appear to
be covered with "gold', but it is not real gold. Thus the 8SDQLÑDG has
this earnest prayer that Truth may reveal itself to us so that we may
not be misled by worthless, ephemeral things. The sun is light and
light is knowledge. Knowledge is Truth and Truth is Knowledge.



MANTRA 16

S8�´HN�h5 \P V8\5 ºDMDS7\

9\8K U=P,Q� VP8K WHM!�

\�H ÄS� N/\D>WP� W�H S=\DLP

\DH VDYVD( SXÃ�! VDH KPL6P� ���

S½ÑDQQHNDUÑH \DPD V½U\D SU¸M¸SDW\D

Y\½KD UDÏP»Q VDP½KD WHMDÕ

\DWWH U½SD� NDO\¸ÍDWDPD� WDWWH SDÏ\¸PL

\RCV¸YDVDX SXUXÑDÕ VRCKDPDVPL ����

S½ÑDQ� O 3½ÑDQ� O Sun, O Nourisher [of the world]; HNDUÑH� O (NDUÑL� O
lone Traveller; \DPD� O <DPD� O guide [along the path of truth and
righteousness]; V½U\D� O Sun; SU¸M¸SDW\D� O 3U¸M¸SDW\D� O son of 3U¸M¸SDWL�

the Lord of all beings; UDÏP»Q Y\½KD� gather your rays; VDP½KD WHMDÕ�

withdraw your ligth; \DW WH�  so that your; NDO\¸ÍDWDPD� U½SD�� most
gracious form; WH WDW SDÏ\¸PL� I can see; \DÕ DVDX DVDX SXUXÑDÕ� that
person; VDÕ DKDP DVPL� I am that

O Nourisher, solitary traveller, and guide! O Sun, son of 3U¸M¸SDWL!
Please gather your rays, withdraw your light. I want to see your most
beautiful form. There is that SXUXÑD within you. I am that SXUXÑD [that
person]. [XVI]

The sun is the nourisher of all, and he is a solitary traveller that
is, he is self-sufficient. He is also called <DPD because he
controls everything. 3U¸M¸SDWL is the Lord of all beings, and the sun
is his child. The sun's rays are scattered all over the world. This
verse requests him to gather his rays in a little: You are too bright
for my eyes. Please dim your light for my sake. You can be most
beautiful and gracious. I want to see you so. It is not that I am
begging. I know I do not have to, for there is someone presiding over
your domain and I feel I am He.

The sun is the symbol of %UDKPDQ. At first you worship the sun as a
deity. You are tremendously impressed by his power and beauty. You
begin by asking for a fraction of all he has. Later, however, you
discover that you and he are one and the same. This revelation takes
place after years of self-restraint, renunciation, and meditation.



MANTRA 17

YD\XULQOPP	WPZHG� �6PD�W� ]U,UP��

C �WDH 6PU N�W� 6PU �WDH 6PU N�W� 6PU� ���

9¸\XUDQLODPDP¿WDPDWKHGD� EKDVP¸QWD� ÏDU»UDP

$80 NUDWR VPDUD N¿WD� VPDUD NUDWR VPDUD N¿WD� VPDUD ����

$WKD� therefore [i.e. now that my death is at hand]; Y¸\XÕ� my
individual life force; DP¿WDP QLODP� cosmic life force [i.e. may my
individual life force merge with the cosmic life force]; LGD� ÏDU»UDP

EKDVP¸QWD�� may this gross body be reduced to ashes [i.e., may fire
consume it]; $80� remembering %UDKPDQ� NUDWR� O mind; VPDUD� remember;
N¿WD� VPDUD remember all you have done during the years of your life;
NUDWR VPDUD N¿WD� VPDUD� remember again and again

Now that death is coming, I pray that my life force may merge with
the cosmic life force. Let this body be consigned to fire and reduced
to ashes. Mind, think of all I have done throughout my life. Think of
my deeds again and again. [XVII]

Many thoughts crowd into our minds as we die, and these thoughts
reflect the kind of life we have lived. But at that time a special
effort should be made to think only of good things. What we think we
become. We are the by-product of our thoughts. This is why we tell
our minds again and again to think good thoughts. And this is why
relatives also hold special prayers at the time of our death.



MANTRA 18

$�H Q\ VXSZD UD\H $6PDQ�

LYËDLQ GHY Y\XQDLQ LY°DQ��

\X\DH;\6P�XÑUD>PHQDH

�8L\ÍD� WH QPL�� LY[HP� ���

DJQH QD\D VXSDWK¸ U¸\H DVP¸Q

YLÏY¸QL GHYD YD\XQ¸QL YLGY¸Q�

\X\RGK\DVPDMMXKXU¸ÍDPHQR

EK½\LÑÉK¸� WH QDPD�XNWL� YLGKHPD ����

DJQH� O Fire; U¸\H� in order that we may get good results of our
actions; DVP¸Q VXSDWK¸ QD\D� lead us to all that is good; GHYD� 2 *RG�

YLÏY¸QL YD\XQ¸QL YLGY¸Q� you know all that passes through our minds and
all that we do; DVPDW, from us, MXKXU¸ÍDP HQDÕ� all the bad things we
have done; \X\RGKL� remove; WH� to you; EK½\LÑÉK¸� QDPD�XNWL� YLGKHPD

O Fire, in order that good things may come to us, please lead us
along the right path. O God, you know everything we do and think.
Please remove all evil from within us. We salute you again and again.
[XVIII]

This is a prayer to fire to lead us to %UDKPDQ. At the time of death
the gross body is consumed by fire, but the subtle body remains. The
subtle body consists of seventeen parts: the five branches of the
life force ( SU¸ÍD), the five organs of perception ( M}QHQGUL\D), the
five organs of action ( NDUPHQGUL\D), the mind ( manas), and the
intellect ( EXGGKLÕ). All of these are material but in a very fine
form. The mind retains all the impressions of what we have done and
thought.

When we die, our individual self leaves the gross body, but it
remains in its subtle body. Depending upon its NDUPD (the fruits of
action), the soul will then go to either of two ORNDV (worlds): SLW¿

ORND (the world of the ancestors) or GHYD ORND (the world of the gods
and goddesses). Our NDUPD also determines how long our stay in one of
these worlds will last. Then the soul is reborn in this world, for
its desires are still unfulfilled.

Thus the soul keeps moving back and forth between death and life
until it realizes the futility of this exercise and turns to the path
of renunciation. It is only renunciation that can pave the way to
liberation, and this process culminates when the individual self
merges with the Cosmic Self.
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C S8>5PG! S8>5LPG� S8>D5W� S8>5PXG&\WH�

S8>56\ S8>5PDGD\ S8>5PHYDYL]�\WH�

C ]D�LW! ]D�LW! ]D�LW!�

20 S½UÍDPDGDÕ S½UÍDPLGDÍ S½UÍ¸W S½UÍDPXGDF\DWH �

S½UÍDV\D S½UÍDP¸G¸\D S½UDPHY¸YDÏLÑ\DWH ��

20 Ñ¸QWLÕ ÏDQWLÕ Ï¸QWLÕ ��

INVOCATION

Om That Brahman is infinite. This phenomenal world is also infinite.
But "this' is only a projection of "that'. [Nevertheless,] if "this'
is taken away, "that' remains infinite as before. Om peace to the
individuals, peace to the planets, peace to the animals.


